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Abstract

a te detect

semantic inconsistencies, and use of strategic backt citing, by comPat ant and ss co y tent

col* reader. it was hypothesized that increasing 9 vets of text separation would more

disruptive to the detection of inconsistencies by less competent readers. Results indicated no

difference in detection rate between competent and less competent with 0, 2, and 4

intervening sentences. With 8 intervening sentences© competent readers (M..95) detected

signicicantiy more inconsistenc s than less competent (M..50) readers. These results are

discussed in terms of differential criteria used r selection and retention of sentences in

working memory during coherence testing. While competent and less competent readers

displayed similar levies of strategic backtracking with intervening sentences, rnpetent

ers made gre titer use of rereading with 2, 4, and 8 :intervening sentences.
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The mechanisms by which readers develop an t derstanding of expository text = =ain a

critical area of study in education and ps logy. Th ries of comprehension such as those

propos by Kintsch (1979, 1984), Kintsch & van Dijk (1978)9 Rumeihert (1975,

1980), Fiumelhart & Ortony (1977), cad Schalierl (198 ) propose that prehension

involves cons' ion of knowledge through interaction with text. This process of building a

ent text representation would involve the construction of a preliminary framework for

representation of th i text content, and successive elaboration of, and modification to, that

representation. Differences in text comprehension between competent and less competent

ready rs may relate not only to the nature of the representations that readers construct, but

also to the m nisms readers use to assess the adequacy and erence of the emerging text

representation.

One aspect of assessing the tracy and coherence of a text representation would involve

monitoring text for consistency. Kintsch (1979; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978) has referred to

this as testing for propositional coherence. Tests of propositional coherence would be a central

facet of comprehension monitori, specifically related to the evaluation mponent of the

comprehension monitoring process. Figure 1 presents a schematic model for coherence testing

based on Kintsch (1979) and Kintsch & van Dijk (1978). According to the model, tests of

propositional coherence involve seeking overlap between new propositions and a subset of

existing propositions that have been retained in a working memory buffer. The buffer is

assumed to be a limited capacity store; hence only a limited number of propositions may be

retained as a primary basis for coherence testing. The specific propositions that are retained

are a matter of selection (or default) by the re While see i factors may mediate which
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propositions are selected for retention in the buffer, two important f c ors identified by

Kintsch

DI

to det nsistencies in text s est differences in the coh F nce to >ling processe (Baker,

1979; Garner, 1980; Gamer & Kraus, 1981-1982; Hare & Borchardt, 1985; Reis &

Spekman, 1983). Prior research on strategic reading differences between competent and less

competent readers suggests that at least some of the difference is qualitative. Competent

readers have been found to make greater use of text macrostructure In comprehension tasks,

and to focus on information that Is of high structural importance. Less competent re rs.

the other hand, tend to process material in smaller bits, relying on foregrounded information

to assess new material. Less competent readers have been characterized as more linear in

their approach to text comprehension. To the extent that these characterizations of co ent

and less competent readers apply to the selection of propositions for otentIon In the buffer ,

they may influence the nature and effectiveness of coherence testing. Specifically, competent

readers may be more likely to test new Information for coherence against structurally

relevant propositions from previously presented information, while less competent readers

may rely more on tests of local coherence among successive, or recent, propositions. To the

extent that Inconsistent Information occurs consecutively In text, tests based on local

coherence or coherence with important propositions should be equallr effective in detecting

the problem. Local tests of coh rence, however, may be insufficient when inconsistent

Information is separated by an appreciable amount of noncontradictory intervening text (text

separation).

sitional importance and rec ncy.

hat have been rved In the ability of 03 and less tent re
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The primary purpose of this research was to Investigate th effect of text separation on

detection of semantic inconsistencies in expository text by competent and less tent

college rs. The lity of

be relatively unaffected by the

: tc- rs to detect t ext In sistencl s was predicted to

e of text ssp Von t tween inconsistent senile s. While

less competent re rs were expected to detect incongruence between dements of information

presented consecutively, their likellh S. of detecting semantic inconsistencies was predicted

to decrease relative to competent readers with increasing text separation of inconsistent

sentences. The critical finding for the present hypotheses, therefore, would be a significant

Read Ability X Text Separation Interaction on detection scores.

A secondary purpose of the present study to investigate whether comps et and less

competent ray ers displayed different pattern of st at is backtracking to reread previous

rtions of text following detection of inconsiste

Method

Subjects.: Subjects were 40 undergraduate students (8 male, 32 female) enrolled in an

introductory course in educational psychology. These subjects were selected from a pool of

228 subjects who participated in a large group screening session. During the screening

session, subjects were administered s variety of instruments including the Nelson - Denny

Reading Test (Brown, Bennet, & Hanna, 1981). Subjects whose res on the 36-item

comprehension portion of the Nelson-Denny were among the 20 highest (Me34.05) and 20

lowest (Me18.94) were selected for participation. These scores represent the u 5th

percentile (competent readers) grad lower 25th anti! e (less tl nt

6
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Denny norms.

rimental materials consieted of 6 e e.sitory p es a ximately 6CC

with tom

tional psy chology cou but not sp :ill' cover

words each) ad ed from c levc psychology texts. The pa

related to material covered in th

In the students' current program. Alternate versions of four of the passages were dev

containing two sente « s that were semantically inconsistent with each other. The inconsistent

seetences could be placed in the sequ nee of the text with 0, 2, 4, or 8 intervening sentences.

Although the intervening sentences e r levant to the overall passage, they were not

specifically related to the contradictory inform n nor did they interrupt the normal flow

of the passage. in light of the research demonstrating the relatively poor perform nee of

col e students in detecting text-based semantic inconsistencies (Baker, 1979; Baker &

Anderson, 1982; Clark, Forlie 4, Ward, & Brubaker, 1988), versions of these passages with

the inconsistencies kc consecutiv sentences were subjected to multiple pilot tests to ensure

that the 0-separation inconsistencies were read!!y detectable int competent readers. This

precaution was taken to ensure sufficient for any experimental effect to be

observed.

Each sage was accompanied by three 4-choice multiple choice questions designed to

assess comprehension of the main ideas in the passage. One of the questions asked specifically

about the nsistent information. Following the three comprehension questions, subj s

were provided with a paraphrase of the inconsistent sentence, asked whether or not that

sentence was consistent with (fit in with) everything else that they had read in the passage,

riff ro uFrnpie of he a that troforrnation either fit In a, ltto, or was

7
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Inconsistent with, other portions of the text. This question served as a or

detection of the

Su ail six pa

controls. Pawn

taining nsist nci

sen n s °ter= at a ti on an I

microcomputer. 8 s controlled reading time and movement through the text by pressing

predesignated key to move either to the next s ntence In the passage or back to previous

sentence. For the e mental passages, s of exposure time and splay of

the sentences were maintained by the computer. M subjects read one of the two control

passages first to become familiar with the experimental pr ures. Order of the remaining

five passages, and amount of intervening text between Inconsistent sentences, were

randomized with the constraint that 3 subjects ived one em passage under each

level of text s don. After each passage, subj answered the questions but the passage

on an mpan sheet before going on to the

Results

Although performance on the passage comprehension test was not the central area of

concern, total score across passages was analyzed to determine whether 1) subjects

demonstrated sufficient attention to the comprehension task to render the data meaningful, and

2) performance within the exp rimental framework was consistent with the initial

categorization of the readers into different r =:dlnj ability levels. Overall performance of both

competent (Me10.55) and less competent (ME9.40) readers was sufficiently high to warrant

concluding that the subjects alt to the task of reading for u tending. An ANOVA of

8
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Total Comprehension S res indicated that the group differenc as reliable

(F(1,38).6.634, p..014).

The chief data of into,: s n this ress

De p Ion of mist ncies was determined by sub] responses to t

question sheet Ste: who eel that the paraphrase' sentence was

OS.

n the

nsistent with

other Information presented in the text, and provided a concrete explanation of the nature of

the inconsistency, were coded as having detected th problem. Those who Indica ed that the

paraphras v was consistent with other Information In the passage were d as noned tectors.

In Ihr instan t., subjects indicated that the se was Inconsistent, but prov

explanation that was not related to the nature of the inconsistency. These were classified as

instances of nondetection. All subjects provided easily categorical* explanations for their

respoeses. Means SD's of detection res for competent and less co tent re vers for

each level of text rata art presented In T 1.

Detection scores were analyzed using a 2 X 4 (Reading Ability X Text Separation)

mixed-factor analysis of variance. Readirg Ability (competent vs. less competent readers)

was a between subjects favors, while Text Separation (0, 2, 4, or 8 Intervening ntences)

was a within subjects factor, There was a significant main effect for Reading Ability

(F(1,38).9.27, p<0005), and a significant Reading Ability X T ext Separation Inter& Lion

(93,114) 2.97, p<.05). The Interaction Is s anted In Figure 2. Si; the main effect for

Reading Ability Is contained in the interaction, only the interaction will be discussed.

Newman-Keuls contras ted no difference In competent re rs' detection scores oss

the four levels of text e pion. There was differ between t nt and less

9



competent readers in detecting inconsistencies with 0 2, 4 intervening sentan, s but less

potent rep y3 rs (M..50) performed significantly worse than co tent readers (M..95)

Vendee with 8

intervening sentences significantly lower than th it j t at any of the other

with 8 intervening sentences. Less tine seers° dete

three levels of text separation.

A secondary pu se of the present investig tion was to explore the use of strategic

cktrecking by competent and less competent readers in response to the text kinensist racies.

Only those lookbacks which urreel at th inconsistent line were analyzed. These data were

analyzed using a 2 X 4 (Reading Ability X Text ration) mix tor ANOVA. The analysis

revealed a significant effect for Reading Ability (F(1,38) .6.376, p..016) and a marginal

effeal for Text Separation (F(3, 114).2.540, p..060). Overall compe readers made

greater use of backtracking, with a tendency for there to be less back°rac king used with

increasing levels of tegt separation. Perhaps more revealing are the conditional lities

of backtracking given detection of t nsistency by the two groups over the four levels of

text ;operation. There war relatively little difference in the conditional probability of

b tracking between competent (p..412) and less competent (p..375) readers when the

inconsistent sentences occurred succ ssivei For competent readers, th conditional

probabilities declined somewhat slowly (.316, .278, and .267) with 2, 4 and 8 intervening

sent nc s. For less competent readers, however, the conditional probabilities plumeted

quickly (.071, .000, and .000) when the inconsistent sentences were not consecutive, with

only 1 instance of backtracking at 2 intervening sentences and none at either 4 or II

intery ping s me s. The data should treat with leave ho the

10



sparse use of backtracking by either g of

The present r
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Discussion

estigated the effect = f textt separation on tho ability of tent

nd less ent rs to detect text sed semantic inconsistencies. hypoth ized

that the ability of competent readers to detect inconsistencies would relatively unaffected

by th amount of text separating the inconsistent sentences, but that less mpetent read rs

would show decreased eclion of Inconsistencies with increasing text separatieen. The present

results indicate that corn tent readers were able to detect the inconsistencies readily at all

levels of text s x ration Investigated In the e dmental pa f, Igm. This finding is consistent

with the view that the =rprehension monitoring processes used by competent ready Involve

the tests of coherence betwe = ro new Information and relevant information from the text being

re The performance of the cewt ent aders Indicates that tests of sitional coherence

Involved in comprehension monitoring were used effectiv ly, and that new information was

ed to relevant of the text representation rather than restricting comparison to

recent or foregrnun Information.

Although the performance of the less competent readers was comparable to that of the

competent readers when the inconsistent sentences were in proximity in the text, they

displayed greater difficulty in detecting ineemsistertcles the distal between nsistent

sentences increased. With 8 intervening sentences, the difference was both significant and

substantial This finding is consistent with the view that less competent re rs rely on more

limited oats of coherence in n toring their hension. In ti present data.
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competent and less competent readers showed similar de tion scores with 0, 2 and 4

Intervening sentences. This ests that, within the zmntext of the experiment& situation,

Ice l bests of cohere

CiSC n cl tecticn

sufficient up to at least 5 sente s However the dr= matic

rag less co tent readers when there were 8 intervening

sentences suggests that such levels of text separation e ed the span of agleam

tests.

While these results are consistent with p ns made on the basis of hypothesized

differences in the tection of propositions for use in coherence testing, a word of caution is in

order. The coherence testing model allows for multiple passes th i.. h the testing process

using alternative subsets of propositions when initial tests fail to find sufliclent overlap. An

mate explanation based on similar initial selection of propositions by competent and less

competent re rs, but greater use of recursive followup tests by mpetent readers, could

also account for the results. This explanation would imply Monal tim on the part of the

competent readers attributable to the ti al passes through the testing process. While the

present investigation cannot rule out the attemete explanation, total reading time data argue

against such an explanation. Competent readers (Me1185.35 ticks) took substantially less

time than less competent readers (M.1460.45 ticks) at the critical 8-intervening sentence

level This, however, represents total reading time rather than time spent specifically at the

Inconsistent point. Aiditional study is warrant to clarify further the role of set lion

criteria in accounting for differences in detection among competent and less competent

readers.

Results of the analysis of ba traeking st that text septa Des not only

12
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detection of Inconsistencies, but else strategic repair. While both mpetent and less

ce .ipetent readers show similar levels of b lcktracking with consecutive Inconsistent

sentences, less p 2 readers cospl yed &most no use of cktracking with

non-conscicutive insistent s spite some evil nee of awar es s of the esence of

the Inconsistencies. While, as noted earlier, these data should be treated with uteon, they

nonetheless suggest differences in the willinness of competent and less corn tent eaders to

initiat= repair under more deman ing repair conditions, even when there is re 'ninon that

such repair might desirable.

13
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petenr Mess m tent° ire us a t er desert the r d

t6on of the fact that (?) college/univeesity unde raduates are least min y

ent in reading comprehension. At Issue here is a comparison of groups that differ in

reading ability rather 1h ones that represent re I extremes on a continuum.

14
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